OPPORTUNITY
To offer guests and groups of all sizes memorable karaoke experiences, mCube Family Karaoke needed upgraded audio systems that deliver pristine sound, stunning vocals and consistent coverage.

SOLUTION
Total Electronic Solutions outfitted the venues with complete, world-class HARMAN Professional karaoke audio solutions that include JBL Professional KP Series loudspeakers and Crown amplification.

We needed a sound system that could not only ensure even distribution of sound, but also stellar audio clarity and balanced output for a wide variety of musical genres.”

mCUBE FAMILY KARAOKE, MYANMAR
mCube Family Karaoke is a popular karaoke chain with two locations in Myanmar’s largest city. Their Waizayandar location features 18 karaoke rooms of varying sizes, while the City Mall St. John location features 10. To provide loud and dynamic music, clear and intelligible vocals and consistent, focused coverage for large and small groups, mCube required cutting-edge sound systems tailored specifically for karaoke establishments. Total Electronic Solutions outfitted both locations with complete HARMAN audio solutions featuring specialized JBL Professional KP4000 and KP6000 Series karaoke loudspeakers powered by Crown XLi Series amplifiers.

“As the seating capacity for karaoke rooms ranges from 4 to 30 people, there was a need for a sound system that could not only ensure even distribution of sound, but also stellar audio clarity and balanced output for a wide variety of musical genres,” said Tin Tun Naing of mCube Family Karaoke. “The JBL KP Series karaoke speakers were the perfect fit for both mCube locations.”

JBL KP Series two-way loudspeakers are custom-designed and specially tuned to meet the needs of karaoke establishments. The KP4000 Series is ideal for smaller rooms, providing full-range, high-output sound in a lightweight and easily mountable cabinet with a broad, 70 x 100-degree coverage pattern. The KP6000 Series is well-suited to larger rooms, featuring JBL’s patented Differential Drive woofers for enhanced output and a tighter 70 x 60-degree dispersion pattern for more controlled coverage in multi-speaker setups. Both ranges include 10, 12 and 15-inch dual-speaker models, with the addition of the KP6018S passive subwoofer in the KP6000 Series for extra low-end extension.

Total Electronic Solutions selected Crown XLi Series amplifiers to power the sound systems at both mCube locations. Ranging from 300- to 1350-Watt models, the two-channel XLi Series delivers plenty of power and headroom for karaoke rooms of all sizes. The simple, two-knob interface and streamlined back-panel I/O make the XLi series a cost-effective option that’s easy for anyone to operate.
"Standout karaoke establishments require audio solutions that cater specifically to their unique sonic requirements," Naing said. "Clarity for listening and singing, even distribution of sound pressure and adaptability for different genres of music were key requirements for our sound system, and we are delighted to say that the cutting-edge HARMAN solutions have met all the requirements. We are very satisfied with the result."

"The mCube Family Karaoke installations called for an audio solution that addressed the specific requirements of karaoke," said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. "It was a pleasure to partner with Total Electronic Solutions, and we would like to thank them for providing a customized solution that will go a long way towards mCube’s legacy as the leading karaoke establishment in Myanmar."

**PRODUCTS USED**

- CROWN XLI SERIES POWER AMPLIFIERS
- JBL KP4000 SERIES KARAOKE LOUDSPEAKERS
- JBL KP6000 SERIES KARAOKE LOUDSPEAKERS

**ABOUT HARMAN**

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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